Intermediate filaments in oral neoplasia. I. Oral cancer and epithelial dysplasia.
The major value of intermediate filaments (IFs) in biological and applied research lies in their high order of cell and tissue specificity. This is particularly well illustrated in keratin (K) expression in various oral epithelia. Although the original class of IF is usually conserved in tissues after neoplastic transformation, epithelia show a tendency to shift their pattern of keratin expression in a manner which, while not predictable with precision, may sometimes be of diagnostic or prognostic significance. This review compares the keratins in normal oral epithelia, which show a mainly site-dependent expression, with those in squamous cell carcinoma. Key changes in the latter are the presence of simple epithelial keratins, K8 and K18 (occasional K7), reduced expression of differentiation-linked keratins (K1, K10, K4 and K13) and a tendency for down-regulation of primary keratins, K5 and K14. Moderate and severe dysplasias also tend to exhibit K8 and K18 with concomitant disordered expression of differentiation-linked keratins. There are reports of similar changes after neoplastic transformation in other mucosal sites and skin. Before this information can be applied diagnostically in immunocytochemical studies, the anti-keratin antibodies must be fully characterised and their interaction with the relevant tissue, both frozen and conventionally processed, should be evaluated.